ABSTRACT The respiratory system exhibits the properties of a control system of the regulator type. Equations describing this biological control system have been derived. Transient and steady-state solutions for various CO, and 0, step input disturbances were obtained utilizing a digital computer and are compared with experimental results. The effectiveness of the respiratory system as a regulator is investigated. Further extensions of the model are suggested.
INTRODUCTION
Basically, two types of control systems exist in the human body. These are (a) servo systems and (b) regulators. The positioning of a limb in response to a cerebral signal is probably an example of a biological servo system. In this case, the motor cortex is believed to initiate a "step input" for movement of a limb or other part of the body. This limb then, under cerebellar damping, approaches the "final position" designated by the initial signal and reaches it as a steady-state value. The second type, the regulator, finds its biological counterpart in such systems as that for control of respiration. A disturbance, such as a step input of CO2 inhalation, will cause this system to respond in a much different way. Brain tissue Pco, will rise, but respiration will also increase to "blow off' CO. so that the new steady-state value reached is much lower than it would have been if respiration had not increased. The respiratory control system can also, under proper conditions, exhibit damped and sustained oscillation. Douglas and Haldane (1908) showed that after a period of voluntary hyperventilation several cycles of damped oscillation often occur, and in the clinical abnormality known as Cheyne-Stoke's respiration, the system continually overshoots and undershoots the regulated level and, thus, exhibits sustained oscillation.
This study was designed to investigate the human respiratory control system. Its purpose has been, first, to derive the basic equations of the system and, secondly, to investigate the system as a biological regulator. This concept is not new; however, the system has been analyzed mathematically only roughly. A simplified analysis was made by Grodins in 1954 in which CO2 was the only controller of ventilation considered; the tissue elements were lumped into a single reservoir, blood flow was held constant, and circulation times were considered to be infinitely short. Horgan and Lange (1963) added circulation times and oxygen control to this basic model in order to study periodic breathing. Defares et al. (1960) extended Grodins' model by dividing the tissue reservoir into two distinct compartments, brain and body tissues, and considering cerebral blood flow as a function of arterial Pco2. However, the effects of oxygen as a controller of ventilation and the effect of time delays in the transport of gases from the lungs to the two tissue reservoirs were not considered in this model because of their unimportance to the CO2 inhalation studies with which this model was concerned. These factors have all proved to be very important in describing the respiratory control system. They will be considered in detail in this analysis.
The most important chemical factors regulating respiration are (a) carbon dioxide, (b) hydrogen ion concentrations, and (c) oxygen. That is, alveolar ventilation = f(CO2, H+, 02).
(1) The relationship between pH, CO2 concentration, and the salts of carbonic acid is given by the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation:
If the blood buffers consisted of a simple bicarbonate system, this equation would give a quantitative measure of the change in pH when the CO2 concentration changes. However, the buffer system is much more complex and, therefore, necessitates a much more complex equation. However, equation (2) does give qualitative indications of the behavior of pH in response to changes in CO2. Thus, carbon dioxide inhalation increases arterial Pco2, and in accordance with equation 2 this decreases the pH. Conversely, voluntary hyperventilation "blows off" CO2 so that the arterial Pco2 falls, which in turn increases the pH. It is evident, then, that an inverse relationship exists between CO2 and pH in respiratory acid-base balance disturbances. Shock and Hastings (1935) have obtained a quantitative relationship between these two stimuli. This is
where a2 and b2 are empirical constants. By combining this equation with equation (1), alveolar ventilation can be reduced to a function of two variables:
Our analysis, therefore, will deal directly with these two variables and only indirectly with H+ concentration.
ASSUMPTIONS AND SYMBOLS
The following assumptions will be used in the analysis: (a) The system consists of three reservoirs (the lungs, the brain tissues, and the body tissues Assumptions (e) through (g) are new ones encountered when oxygen control is introduced into the system. Assumptions (h) through (1) 
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
A step input to the respiratory system of carbon dioxide in inhaled air causes the arterial and brain tissue CO2 concentrations to rise. In response, both cerebral blood flow and alveolar ventilation increase in an effort to maintain the brain CO2 concentration at the normal level. Similarly, a negative step input of oxygen in inhaled air causes the arterial Po2 to fall. In response, both cerebral blood flow (Kety and Schmidt, 1948) and alveolar ventilation increase in order to maintain an adequate supply of oxygen in the tissues. From the preceding it is evident that the respiratory system regulates CO2 and 02 levels through negative feedback. That is, a change in CO2 level or a decrease in 02 level brings about regulatory effects through ventilatory and circulatory parameters. With the aid of our previously listed basic assumptions and Fig. 1 , we will attempt to derive the equations of this biological regulator.
The rate of change of CO,2 volume in the brain reservoir is given by d VBCO,/dt = MBCO, + QB(CaOCO. -CVBCO,)
MTCO2
FiouRE 1 The respiratory system.
The rate of change of CO2 volume in the body reservoir is given by
The rate of change of CO2 volume in the lung reservoir is given by
Similarly, expressions for the time variation of oxygen volume in the three reservoirs can be written as follows:
dVTO./dt = -MTO, + QT(Caao. -CVTO,),
dVAo,/dt = Q(CVo, -Cao0) + VA(CIo. -CAO,)-
MBO, and MTO, have negative signs in equations (8) and (9) because 02 is used up, whereas in equations (5) and (6) CO2 is produced.
Equations (5) through (10) consist of six equations in twenty eight variables and a solution is, therefore, impossible. The problem, then, is to reduce the number of variables to equal the number of equations. This can be accomplished by using the previously listed assumptions.
Using an empirical equation of the CO2 dissociation curve (Guyton, 1961; accurate within 1 per cent), CO2 concentration = ki(Pc02)ks, (11) and the assumption that arterial Pco2 remains equal to alveolar Pco2 (equals PBCACO,) at all times, we can obtain a relationship between arterial CO2 concentration and alveolar CO2 concentration. This is CacO2 = kl(PBCACO2) (12) Since CaqSo.0 and Caaco. are the same as Caco. delayed by amounts of time equal to the arterial circulation times, Caoco. = kl(PBCA0co,)k2,
and CaaCO2 = kl(PBCAaOC2);* (14) Assuming that the CO2 dissociation curve is equal for venous blood and tissues yields CVBCOJ = CBCOs, (15) CVBOCO. = CBCO s, (16) CTVCO. = CTCO., (17) and CVT5CQ, = CT5C0.
Since oxygen is present in physical solution in the tissues, brain Po2 = PBCBO,/S,
and body Po2 = PBCTO,/S.
Using equations (19) and (20), an empirical equation of the oxygen dissociation curve (Guyton, 1961 ; accurate within 1 per cent)
and the assumption that venous Po2 remains equal to tissue Po2 at all times, we obtain CVBO, = k3(1 -exp (-k4PBCBO3/S))2,
CVBOo, = k3(1 -exp (-k4PBCB00,/ S))2,
and CVT5O. = k3(1 -exp (-k4PBCT6O,/S))2.
(25) Also, using equation (21) and the assumption that arterial Po2 remains equal to k5 X alveolar Po2 (equals k5PBCAO.) at all times, we obtain Cao, = k3(1 -exp (-k4k5PBCAO.))2,
Caq5o. = k3(1 -exp (-k4k5PBCA4O,))2,
and Caao, = k3(1 -exp (-k4k5PBCAa0,))2. (28) We can arrive at some more useful relationships if we take concentrations as our variables. Therefore, 
CTO, = VTO., VT, (33) and CAO, = VAO,/ VA.
Cerebral blood flow is regulated by both arterial Pco2 and Po2. Kety and Schmidt (1948) obtained the experimental curve which describes the relationship between arterial Pco2 and cerebral blood flow (Fig. 2a) 
where f, g, and s are empirical constants and the term on the left of the equal sign is the change from normal in cerebral blood flow due to a change in arterial Po0. Combining equations (35) and (36), using the assumptions that arterial Pco: and Po, remain equal to alveolar Pco, and k, X alveolar Po2 respectively, and converting to concentrations yield the cerebral circulatory controller equation:
where h = h1PB5, i = iIP j,] = J1PB8, P = P1PB2, and q = q1PB.
Body tissue blood flow is cardiac output minus cerebral blood flow: 
Substituting equations (16) and (18) in equation (39), and equations (23) and (25) in equation (40) (Gray, 1952): (VA)coS = aPco2-bi, (Fig. 3a) (43) (VA)}I+ = c1H+, (Fig. 3b ) (44) and 
where a3 = a, + c1a2 and b3 = -cb2 + b1.
It has been shown that changes in ventilation lag behind rapid changes in arterial pH and thus Pco2 (Hesser, 1949 Equation (45) states that alveolar ventilation is a function of alveolar-arterial Po2. However, it is actually the arterial blood bathing the aortic and carotid bodies rather than alveolar-arterial blood. We must adapt equation (45) (51) This is our ventilatory controller equation and represents a combination of the steadystate transfer functions of the medullary respiratory center, carotid and aortic bodies, and mechanical portion of the lungs. Since Grodins et al. (1954) , Defares et al. (1960) , and Lange and Horgan (1963) have previously considered both steady-state and transient transfer functions to be identical, we shall do the same, but we will discuss the probable effects of this later in the paper.
Substituting equations (13), (15), and (29) in equation (5) Substituting equations (14), (17), (30), and (38) in equation (6), we obtain dCTco.
]). (53)
Substituting equations (12), (31), and (41) in equation (7), we obtain dCAco./dt = (1/ VA){QB(CBOCo.
Substituting equations (22), (27), and (32) in equation (8), we obtain dCBO,
Substituting equations (24), (28), (33), and (38) in equation (9) 
Equations (52) 
and
In addition, if we wish to solve for the steady-state arterial and venous concentrations, equations (12), (15), (17), (22), (24), and (26) may be used as they stand.
The next step is to determine the values of all the constants used in the steady-state equations. Most of these are readily found in various sources of the literature and pose no real problem. The CO2 production of the entire body is 0.263 liters/min (Grodins et al., 1954) . The brain CO2 production is equal to 0.003 liters/ 100 gm/min (Guyton, 1961) . Since the normal brain weighs 1400 gms (Guyton, 1961) (Grodins et al., 1954) . The constants h, i, j, p, q, r, f, and s can be determined from the curves of Fig. 3 . These are (760)5 X (3.23431 X 10-), -(760)4 (4.46082 X 10'), (760)3 (2.25409 X 10-), -(760)' (4.79044 X 10-1), (760) (4.36567), 43.0, 0.003, and 2.3, respectively. The value of g is our normal arterial Po2 of 98 mm Hg. The constant W is the number of 100 gm increments in the normal brain weight divided by 1000 to convert cubic centimeters to liters and is equal to 0.014 gm-liters/cc (Guyton, 1961) . Normal cerebral blood flow is equal to approximately 50 cc/100 gm/min (Guyton, 1961) . This yields a value of 0.014 X 50 = 0.7 liters/min. The value of Cic.. is normally zero, and the concentration of inspired oxygen (saturated with water vapor at body temperature), Cio., is 0.1967 (Guyton, 1961 (66) where CBOCO, is the brain CO2 concentration with no regulation, CBNCO. is the normal brain CO2 concentration (while breathing room air), and CBco, is the steadystate brain CO2 concentration with regulation. It is interesting to note that at CO2 concentrations above 7.5 per cent, the regulatory effectiveness declines rapidly. From this, one might postulate that the inability of human beings to exist for long periods of time in CO2 concentrations greater than 8 per cent is due to a decrease in regulatory ability of the respiratory system. This sharp decline would allow a rapid increase in brain CO2 concentration and result in a more rapid desensitization of respiratory center tissue to increasing inhaled CO2 concentrations. Fig. 7b still further, significant amounts of hemoglobin desaturation occur, and greater percentages of effectiveness become necessary. It is interesting to note that at 7 per cent oxygen the effectiveness ceases its increase and at about 6 per cent begins a rapid decline. This could help to explain the inability of human beings to exist for long periods of time in oxygen concentrations less than 6 per cent. The human respiratory control system would undoubtedly be a better 02 regulator if it were not for the CO2 "braking" action on ventilation.
From the preceding, it would appear that man would be able to survive at much higher CO2 concentrations and much lower 02 concentrations if the respiratory control system did not suffer a decrease in regulatory function past critical concentrations.
TRANSIENT ANALYSIS First, we must define several more constants. These are the reservoir volumes VB, VT, and VA and the circulation times r1, r2, T3, 7,, and 'r. Since the normal tissue fluid volume is 40 liters (Grodins et al., 1954) and the normal brain fluid volume (VB) is 0.9 liters (Guyton, 1961) , we obtain a volume (VT) of 40 -0.9 = 39.1 liters for our body reservoir. The average alveolar volume (VA) is 3 liters (Grodins et al., 1954) . It 
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this paper has been to derive the basic equations for respiratory control in the human being and to obtain transient and steady-state solutions for both positive and negative step input disturbances of inspired CO2 and 02 concentrations. An insight into the importance of this type of analysis is given by the study of the effectiveness of the respiratory system as a regulator.
The carbon dioxide part of the system originated with Grodins in 1954 and was extended by Defares in 1960. This part of the system has been further extended in this paper by the addition of finite circulation times, fitting Kety and Schmidt's data for cerebral blood flow to an empirical equation, and breaking the slope of the CO2 controller equation at the normal brain tissue CO2 concentration as indicated by the experimental data of Gray (1952) . The last serves a twofold function: first, it eliminates the CO2 "off" undershoot in alveolar ventilation, which is otherwise present in the computer solution but not in actual experiments, and, secondly, it dampens the 02 "on" oscillation so that it resembles more closely that of experimental results.
Comparison of computer transients to CO2 step inputs in man shows that the former are more rapid than those found experimentally. Grodins et al. (1954) did not encounter this problem since his controlled variable was located in a lumped tissue reservoir (VB + VT) of 40 liters, whereas our controlled variable is located in the brain reservoir having a volume (VB) of 0.9 liters. The value of these volumes, along with blood flow to the reservoir and metabolic rate are the factors which determine the rate of change of alveolar ventilation. It is apparent, then, that our model is incomplete and we must look for the missing part. The obvious place to look first is at the CO2 controller equation since, as stated before, this is a steadystate transfer function and there is no reason to believe that the equation holds during transient states, in fact, to do so would be highly improbable. Our dilemma may be solved if we introduce rate control into our model as well as the existent proportional control. No experimental attempts whatsoever have ever been made to determine this part of the transfer function. The actual equation may be of the form:
(PA)CO, = a1PCo2-b-f1(dPco2/dt), (68) where the function f1(dPco2/dt) has one form for on transients and another for off transients.
Comparison of computer transients with negative and positive step inputs in animals has shown that the former are also much faster than those found experimentally. The answer to this problem may be found also by introducing rate control into the 02 controller equation. The actual equation may be of the form:
(JA)o. = di(m, -Po2)" -f2(dPo2/dt), (69) where the function f2(dPo2/dt) may also have two forms.
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